
Milwaukee M18POALC-0 - 18V Packout Area Light/Charger (Tool Only)

Product Description

The M18™ PACKOUT™ Area Light/Charger provides users with multi-directional  lighting coupled with integrated M18™ charging.  The light
provides up to 3,000 lumens of TRUEVIEW™ High Definition Output in high mode, and is fully compatible with the PACKOUT™ Modular Storage
System. Three independent rotating light  heads allow for  complete control  over  lighting direction,  whether being used within the PACKOUT™
stack while  stationary or  on the go,  or  as a dedicated light  independent of  the stack.  Users have the ability  to manage output  and runtime,
with three different  modes (all  lights,  main panel,  or  back/front  lights),  each with high,  medium, and low settings for  a  total  of  nine output
settings.  The M18 ™ PACKOUT™ Area Light/Charger,  when using an M18™ REDLITHIUM™-ION 5.0Ah Battery,  can provide users up to 31 hours
runtime.  For  users using high mode for  extended periods,  the light  can plug in  for  easy all  day use.  When plugged in,  the light  acts  as a
charger of  M18™ batteries,  while  a 2.1A USB port  is  included on the M18™ PACKOUT™ Area Light/Charger for  charging a phone or  external
device.  Users can store small  items inside the storage compartment as well.

Features

Provides up to 3,000 Lumens of  TRUEVIEW™ High Definition Output
Three independent rotating light  heads
9 output  modes for  managing output  or  runtime
Integrated M18™ charging
IP54 rated for  water  and dust  resistance
2.1A USB output  for  charging small  electronic  devices
Up to 31 hours runtime with M18™ REDLITHIUM™-ION 5.0Ah Battery
Powered by M18™ batteries or  AC power
Same height  as 2x 48228435 PACKOUT™ Compact  Organisers  for  easy integration in  PACKOUT™ stack
Full  system compatibility  with PACKOUT™ Modular  Storage System
Small  storage compartment for  devices and small  items

Specifications



WARRANTY:  5 Years
WEIGHT:  5.2 kg (Tool  Only)
VOLTAGE: 18V
LUMENS: Up to 3,000
HEIGHT:  221 mm
LENGTH: 429 mm
RUN TIME:  Up to 31 hours
WIDTH: 249 mm


